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EDITORIAL RAMBLINGS 
 
Another month (it’ll be Christmas soon, so better start 
on the pressie list) and another Chronicle.  Hope you 
all have been out there having fun!   
 
I’ve been on more trips in the last month than in the 
previous six months, and have thoroughly enjoyed my-
self.  First there was Grant’s trip into the Puketiro For-

est, then Pedro’s trip to Rallywoods and finally Marcus’s trip into St Pats For-
est last weekend.  Hadn’t been into Rallywoods for a few years, so it was 
good to go there again, and it’s a completely different place with a more ca-
pable vehicle than I had last time. 
 
Keep an eye on the calendar as there are some excellent trips coming up.  
And, of course, no one will have any spare time in November with all the 
30th anniversary celebrations and outings John and his team have planned. 
 
Alan... 

Cover Photo:  This months cover photo shows the Foxton Flyer (aka Roger 

Seymour) in action after the recent Foxton Beach grass planting day. 

Contact Kerry or Debbie at: 
12 Kohutuhutu Road, Raumati Beach 

Phone:0800 66 66 30; Fax: 0800 66 66 20; Mobile 025 441-826 
E-mail: kjduncan@cedar.co.nz 

Cedar Management Services Ltd 
Wholesale stationery suppliers & short-run 

laser printing specialists 

 CMS 
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President’s Piece 

 

Things certainly seem to be going from strength to strength, with the Club 

demonstrating quite clearly that it is prepared to give something back to the 

community. 

 

Recent programmes at Red Rocks and Foxton have been a marvellous suc-

cess, and just at the time of writing, the Aorangi working bee is coming up. 

 

A really marvellous well done to all who are prepared to show the folks out 

there that we can be of benefit, we are here for the long haul, and most im-

portantly that we are prepared to get involved. Again, well done. 

 

Some issues have come out of the recent round of ARAC meetings, not least 

of which is a decision to organise a get together at Battle Hill this year that 

embraces all our fellow 4WD Clubs, most of which are ardent ARAC sup-

porters as are we. Details of this year’s celebrations are to be found later in 

this issue. 

 

Also as a first, should be the very first issue of ACCESS NEWS, the new 

quarterly produced by ARAC, simply to keep you up-to-date with what is 

actually happening out there. 

 

Unfortunately, the bad news has now been confirmed, access fees for the 

Akatarawa Forest have been confirmed at $15 per vehicle per day, so that is 

one battle we didn’t quite do as well as we had hoped, but nonetheless, we 

do still have access and that is a fundamental change from say 5 years ago. 

 

Later this month, Grant and I will be helping to facilitate an Akatarawa Trip 

Leaders forum, to see if there are ways we could do things better, and to let 

all the various Clubs get together to discuss the Forest and exchange ideas 

about access issues. See, here it is again, working together with our fellow 

Clubs! 

 

So, between now and the next time we meet, take care and have a great time 

out there. 

 

Regards to all, Andy 
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EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. 
 

Please note that the following equipment is required 
on all Club trips: 
 
 Front and rear tow hooks 
 Shovel 
 Fire extinguisher 
 First-aid kit 
 Basic tool kit 
 Tow rope 
 Roll bar for all open / soft top vehicles 
 
If these items are not present in your vehicle at the beginning of a trip, 
the trip leader has the authority to exclude you from the trip. 
 

TRIP/CONVOY RULES 
 

1. The trip leader is always in charge. Please recognise their au-
thority follow their instructions and give him/her the respect they 
deserve 

2. No dogs or firearms 
3. Guests on a Club outing are the responsibility of the Club mem-

ber who invited them 
4. No drinking and driving 
5. Keep the vehicle immediately behind in sight. This is particularly 

important when you come to a turnoff. There is no excuse for 
vehicles taking the wrong track because of the driver in front not 
obeying this rule 

6. Keep your position in the convoy  i.e.  no passing 
7. Watch the vehicle spacing on public roads so that public vehi
 cles can pass in safety 
8. Make sure the vehicle in front has cleared an obstacle before 

you attempt it 
9. If you must leave the convoy, inform someone 
10. Respect the environment 
11. Expect to provide a write-up and / or photos for the Club news
 letter from time to time if you participate in Club trips. 
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LAND & RANGE ROVER  -  NEW & USED PARTS

3 HAPPY VALLEY ROAD, WELLINGTON

All mechanical work undertaken
Parts and Accessories  -  Winches  -  Chains

Bull Bars  -  Jacks  -  Free Wheel Hubs
Roll Frames  -  Strops  -  Wheels  -  Tyres

JEEP  --  LANDCRUISER  --  SUZUKI
NEW & USED PARTS

M Gall
4WD SPECIALISTS

Phone - Fax

04 383 6554

First Aid 
Training 
 

Our honoura-
ble Safety Of-
ficer  confirms 
that the follow-
ing is the dates for the next first aid 
course: 
 
Course: Workplace First Aid 
 
Venue: St John, Collingwood St, 
  Waterloo, Lower Hutt 
 
Days:  Wednesday & Thursday 
Dates: 29 & 30 August 2001 
  13 & 19 September 2001 
Times: 6:00  -  10:00pm 
  (each evening) 

Congratulations to Jay and 

partner on the safe arrival of 

the latest of the Montilla clan! 
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Upcoming
Events

September 23:  Sth Makirikiri School 4WD Trek 2001, in 
conjunction with Manawatu 4WD Club.  Scenic adventure 
around the Rangitikei; new route; $50 incl afternoon tea.  
Register at school 06 327 6617, email 
mike.cash@xtra.co.nz or after hours ph/fx Kathy 06 327 
6321.  Register prior to 17/09 and receive a gift with your 
starter pack. 
October 6:  Kumho Mud Plug, Rangitata Island (btwn 

Timaru and Ashburton).  Contact Jenny Jordan 03 308 
7253 or email jordansnursary@internet.co.nz 
October 7:  Cross-Country Enduro.  Extreme 4WD Adven-
ture Park, 606 Peak Rd, Helensville.  Classes for all com-
ers and street-legal 4WD’s; $50 per vehicle.  For entry 
forms and details phone now on 09 420 3050. 
October 21  December 9:  NZ4WDA National Trials 
Round 1, Wanganui 4WD Club.  Contact club for details. 
November 2-4:  NZ Fully Equipped Warn Winch Chal-
lenge, Lahar Farm, Horopito.  Contact Sam Parker on 09 
478 4771, or email sam@adrenalin.co.nz. 
November 25:  NZ4WDA Ladies World 4x4 Trial Champi-

onship, South Waikato 4WD Club.  Contact club for details.  
December 1-2:  Girls’ Weekend. 4WD training and touring 

out of Kaikoura.  Contact Fred Cassin, Ph/Fx 03 547 7706 
or c2c4x4@ihug.co.nz 
January 25-28:  Kaipara Coast Kaper, Kaukapakapa 
Primary School & Land Rover Owners Club, Auckland.  
Contact the school 09 420 5477. 
January 27:  NZ4WDA National Trials Round 2, Pio Pio, 

South Waikato 4WD Club.  Contact club for details. 
February 1-7:  NZ Adventures Ultimate South Island 

Safari.  Fully guided.  7 days Picton to Cromwell off-road.  
Best of the South Island, plus Otago goldfields.  Email 
info@nzadvent-ures.co.nz 
February 8-10:  Kumho Tyres Tough Truck Winch Chal-

lenge, near Matata, Bay of Plenty.  $195 per vehicle.  
Contact Pete Weatherly, 24 Marshall St, Kawerau, fx 07 
323 6830 or email lynette.pete@xtra.co.nz 
February 16-17:  Hunterville Lions Club 4WD Experience.  

Hunterville.  Touring suitable for all 4WDs with low-range.  
Contact Bernard Lilburn, barnyard@manawatu.co.nz or 
Alex Dalgety on 06 322 8460. 
February 24:  NZ4WDA National Trials Round 3, Hawkes 
Bay 4WD Club.  Contact club for details. 
March 16:  NZ4WDA National Trials Round 4, Ohakune in 

conjunction with Northern / Central zones trial.  Contact 
NZ4WDA for details. 
March 21-24, 2002:  Largest gathering of Land Rovers the 
greatest distance from their birthplace in the world, Glenor-
chy. Contact Dick Watson 03 441 1321,e-mail: mountain-
landrovers@xtra.co.nz  
March 31:  NZ4WDA National Trials Finals, Taupo 4WD 
Club.  Contact club for details. 
April 7:  NZ4WD Show, Auckland Polo Club, Clevedon.  
Contact Sam Parker on 09 478 4771, email 
sam@adrenalin.co.nz 
April 26-28:  Rotorua Lakes Safari.  Geyserland 4WD Club 
schools find raiser, cost likely $150.  Info 
carterne@zfree.co.nz or Rotorua Lakes Safari, c/- PO Box 
2085, Rotorua. 
 
Details in the column appear courtesy of Sam Parker, 
publisher of the New Zealand 4WD and Sportvehicles 
magazine.  Potential participants should contact the organ-
iser; CCVC cannot take responsibility for any changes or 

An Ode to Pedro 
 
Rallywoods is not the ideal place to take my 
three girls so instead I invited my friend 
George and his seven-year-old son Vinny 
for a day out in the essentially shinny Toyo-
ta Surf. 
 
The trip out to Rallywoods was filled with 
inquisitive conversation from Vinny and con-
sisted of a barrage of questions such as 
Where are we going? How long before we 
get there? Will we crash? Are we going to 
get stuck? How will we get unstuck? 
 
Upon arrival at the Gate which was well and 
truly locked the questions continued Why is 
the gate shut? Who is going to open the 
gate? Where is the Guy who is supposed to 
open the gate? Who are we waiting for? 
 
Then the official bits, pay up your money 
and listen to Pedro’s concise edition of a 
drivers briefing Are we going to wrinkle our 
vehicle? Are we in the maniac group?; 
Where are we going now? 
 
We split into two groups at the green hut 
and off we go - Pedro to the fore!  Are you 
going to drive up that steep hill? Will we 
make it up there? Is this a good off-road 
vehicle? 
 
As we continue to successfully drive the 
obstacles and answer the questions of a 
seven-year-old I feel I must surely be elevat-
ing my status as a good off-road driver, 
maybe sense some idol status from a seven 
year old! 
 
After a great B-B-Q lunch it was back to the 
tracks, however the questions had now de-
veloped a distinctive tone.  What sort of 
vehicle does Pedro drive? Why does Ped-
ro’s car have two fans? Why are his tyres 
bigger than ours? Shall we call Pedro on the 
radio? Which way did Pedro go? My heart 
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SAFETY CHECKS 
 
As a reminder our club inspectors are: 
  

 Dayal Landy                          
 Gold Coast Mechanical 
 2 Epiha St.   
 Paraparaumu   
 Ph.  (04) 902-9244  
                                
 Antony Hargreaves  
 Epuni Motors 1987 Ltd.  
 2-6 Hawkins St. 
 Lower Hutt  
 Ph.  (04) 569-3485 
   
 Carl Furniss 
 Wellington 4WD Centre 
 421 Hutt Road 
 Lower Hutt 
 Ph.  (04) 566-7504  
 
 Dave Bowler 
 Bowler Motors Ltd 
 11 Raiha St 
 Porirua 
 Ph.  (04) 237-7251 
 
 Mike Gall 
 M Gall 4WD Specialists 
 3 Happy Valley Rd 
 Wellington 
 Ph.  (04) 383-6554 
 
 Steve Lacey 
 Wainuiomata Motors 
 Moores Valley Road 
 Wainuiomata 
 Ph.  (04) 564-8823 

sinks as  
An Ode to Pedro (cont) 
 
my self-confessed status is slightly de-
flated. 
 
We bid our group of shinnies farewell 
and thank Pedro for an entertaining 
day.  By the end of Moonshine Road 
the rear seat was spread with a worn 
out sleeping Vinny. I hesitate to think 
that his dreams may be filled with the 
images that I have provided him with, 
and an experience worthy of an exciting 
tale to be told in tomorrow’s playground. 
 
By chance I was to meet Vinny’s mum 
the very next day. I enquired as to 
whether the boys enjoyed there day off-
roading? 
 
The answer was simple “all I heard from 
the time Vinny got home, till he went to 
bed was, Pedro’s truck was blue; Ped-
ro’s truck had big wheels; Pedro’s truck 
had two fans; we followed Pedro’s 
truck; I wanted to use the radio to call 
Pedro; Pedro’s truck didn’t get stuck. 
When can we go with Pedro again?” 
 
My ego was now deflated like a balloon 
that is released to fly around without the 
end tied. 
 
Still I too enjoyed the day out with Ped-
ro and the shinny group. 
 
Good on ya Pedro! 
 
K162 
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Phone  567 8243
LOWER HUTT

Club Awards  
In a club first, Eric Bon cleaned up all three awards in one night! 

 

Gumboot:  Eric Bon 
Orange Roughy:  Eric Bon 

BSA (Bull Shit Artist) Award:  Eric Bon! 

Hello Everyone,  
Well it's all over now, Barry Insull did his normal excellent job in organising 
things, ably assisted by Tony Brown and Arthur Gorton, along with John Vruink 
and his trusty BBQ. A Big Thank You to all of you who came along and gener-
ously helped out. It was great to see so many of you there and your contribution 
certainly made the day work out just first rate. A huge amount of rubbish was 
collected and it was even an enjoyable day with the excellent weather as well. 
As I said, Barry is good at organising things...  
Our Wellington City Councillors Andy Foster and Rob Goulden came along and 
helped out. Now although they are both in the running for Mayor this year, none-
theless they showed their support and actually worked quite hard too. They need 
to be commended for this, and of course they are obviously amongst the right 
councillors to vote for when the local elections come around soon - this is one of 
the ways we can continue working towards keeping that road open!   So thanks 
again everyone.....  
Grant.  



AUCKLAND
FACTORY

6-10 Greenmount Drive
East Tamaki
09 274 4299

WELLINGTON
BRANCH
2 Udy Street

Petone
04 568 4384

Bring in your club membership card and 
receive 15% discount off our Snatch 
Strops, Shackles and Chains.

SNATCH MASTER 
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Foxton Beach 
Grass Planting 

 
4th August 2001 

 
(Pix by Gail Osman) 
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CCVC Tyre Discounts 

For those of us in the market for one or a set of tyres, 
Marcus has arranged a great discount for club mem-
bers.  The discount covers both Firestone and Bridge-
stone tyre brands. 
 
For further details, contact Marcus on (04) 565 1707 
(Hm) or 021 439 183. 

Foxton Beach  (cont) 
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Membership Discounts 
 
The following companies in the Wellington are offering very generous dis-
counts to Club Members.  A more detailed list will follow, but the companies 
include: 
 
     Firestone   New tyres 
     Cookes   Strops, ropes and recovery equipment 
     NZ Car Parts  Second hand car parts 
     Wellington 4WD Centre 4WD parts and service 
     BNT    Filters, vehicle parts and  accessories 
     TWL    Vehicle parts and accessories 
 Pipeline Supplies  Pipe & fittings (for rollcage, etc) 
 Twiggs   Products 
 
Please show your membership card to obtain all discounts. 
 

Club Member Trades, Services and Supplies 
 
A few years ago it was suggested that we have a listing of club member’s 
trades and services so that if anyone was looking for a trades person then 
they could refer to the Chronicle and give club members the chance to get 
additional business.  So if you’d like to include your business on our list 
please contact the editor on 564 3045 or email newsletter@ccvc.org.nz 
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CALL US

TOLL FREE

For all your 4WD and 2WD 

purchases, produce your CCVC 

membership card and receive a 

generous 20% discount.

Hours

Mon - Fri 8:00am - 5:30pm

Saturday 10:00am - 1:00pm
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Stockists
Of

Black
Rat

Quality
4WD

Equipment

Colin Landy
Dayal Landy
2 Epiha St, Paraparaumu

Ph: 04 902 9244
Fax: 04 902 9243

New & Used Parts, Accessories, 
Winches, Strops, Chains, etc

Trip Categories 
 
Family:  Family trip for drivers new to 4WD. These trips will 
be straightforward and will usually include some degree of guid-
ance in driving techniques as necessary. An important objective 
is minimal challenge, minimal risk and no damage to vehicles. 
Not limited to novices anybody is welcome, especially prospec-
tive new members. 
Shiny 4x4:  More difficult family trips, for shiny wagon driv-
ers with some experience who want more challenge and don't 
mind minor bush marks etc on their vehicles. Vehicles will only 
qualify for Shiny 4x4 trips if they have mud tyres, tow hooks and 
all the normal required equipment per the club's safety policy. 
This applies to prospective members and visitors too. 
Club 4x4:  Modest Hard Yakka trips, for drivers with suita-
ble fully equipped SWB vehicles who don't feel ready for a full 
Hard Yakka. 
Hard Yakka: The full works, where roll-overs, damage, 
winching and digging are more a probability than a possibility! 



Sat 11
th

 August 
Training Module #4 
with Andy. 
 
Saturday turned out to be a 
fine day, with around 20 
vehicles showing up  – 
Even though 5 had to leave 
at lunchtime due to the rug-
by!  Someone needs to 
bring along an inverter with 
that 33” TV next match I 
think!   
 
The day started off with the 
obligatory snatch demon-
stration by Henry in the V8 
jeep, towing Jay in the Nis-
san Torrano.  Of course 
after just saying that you 
should take it gently when 
performing this manoeuvre, 
the V8 roars into life and 
flys up the hill with Jay in 
tow!  Henrys love of speed 
was demonstrated on many 
occasions during the day, 
giving it death to make it up 
the muddy slopes at the 
“Training Ground” and try-
ing to get unstuck.  His ve-
hicle was really quiet for a 
V8 it sounded more like a 
turbo whine rather than a big V8 roar, but it sure could spin those wheels!  
 
Next up were the downhill control techniques which involved having your left foot half 

on the brake while you go down the hill.  This 
technique was surprisingly effective, providing 
a lot more control going down the hill.   
Sat 11th August Training Module #4 with Andy 
(cont) 
 
After those who were going off to watch the 
rugby had left, we carried on and went off to 
find some water after talking about it for a 
while.  We crossed the river down the bottom 

WE SELL
ALL BRANDS

WHEEL BALANCING SPECIALISTS
PUNCTURE REPAIRS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT / REPAIRS
FULL MECHANICAL REPAIRS
COMPETITIVE PRICES

Taranaki St Tyre Service &
Dave Tunley Wheel Alignment

298 Taranaki St (Top End)
Wellington

04 384 4363
04 385 1488

TOTAL SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Car Stereo Co

Andrew Smith
Motors

HiTech Tyres

YOUR SAFETY COMES FIRST

2 Locations of
Complete Tyre Stockists

Family Owned & Operated

HiTech Tyres & Alloys Ltd &
Dave Tunley Wheel Alignment

22 Railway Ave
Lower Hutt

04 589 3551

RAILWAY AVE

Challenge
Service
Station

While you wait service
Specialists in
Performance vehicles

Specialists in
4WD vehicles

Brendon
Foot

Holden

Cross Country Chronicle 
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of the Pram track and had a talk about that for a while.  After this we continued on up 
the Pram track.  One particular muddy and rutty slope proved a challenge for most 
people - Especially Henry who managed to get a flattie somehow going up the slope.  
He had to be stropped out backwards in order to be able to get the wheel in the right 
position to be able to change it on the muddy slope.  All pitched in to help out.  Now 
out came a brand new spare, complete with the factory stickers on it and was 
promptly changed.  He was still unable to make it up the hill, and not wanting to risk 
getting another flat, he was 
stropped up the hill.   3 or 4 
other trucks also needed to 
be stropped up this track.  
Despite the comments com-
ing at me through the CB, 
my Lada made it up the hill 
just fine on its own steam!  I 
even had to strop the per-
son behind me up the top bit 
of the track. 
 
Once we got past this, the 
views from the tracks we 
were going on were pretty 
amazing over all the pine 
forests and power pylons.  
We crossed the Wainui 
stream around 7 times on 
the way out – This was not 
all that deep and no prob-
lems with crossing.  We 
stopped by a really deep 
piece of the stream and 
discussed how deep the 
water was at that point and 
how you would go about 
finding another piece to 
cross.  On from this we fin-
ished the trip and came out 
near Rallywoods in Moon-
shine Road.  This was the 
end of this training series and will be going  back to Sundays, with the first of the se-
ries starting on the 9th of September.  I would recommend going along, even if you 
are familiar with the training trips as they are a lot of fun to participate in and can 
change everytime with the different ground conditions. 
 
Pictures from this trip and others are available at http://www.nightowl.co.nz/4wd 
 
Peter Jenkins  -  White Lada Cossack 

FOR LITE COMMERCIALS 
4WD PARTS 

Right Parts.  Right Service.  Right Price. 

MOTEX 

PartsWorld 

PH  567 6818 
 

MOTEX AUTO PARTS 
 

Nationwide Computer Network 
For all your Auto Parts 

 

PH  567 4575 
82 Eastern Hutt Rd 
Wingate, Lower Hutt 
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Karori Kaper Saturday Trip 
 
A crisp fine morning greeted the keen 4 wheelers that were parked in the entrance to 
the Karioi Pulp Mill on Saturday morning 28th July. The mill is halfway between 
Waiouru and Ohakune on the North side of the road.   We split into two groups; there 
were six vehicles in our group led by Marcus. 
 
The area we were going to venture into was bounded by the Whangaehu river to the 
East, the army training area was on the other side of the Whangaehu river and is off 
limits to the public, and the mountain to the West.  We cruised along the gravel ac-
cess road for a way, turning off onto a dirt track through the pine trees leading over to 
the river. Driving along the western bank of the river, at first heading south picking 
our way through the trees, then turning back around to head north gave us some 
good views of the river a long way below us, don’t get to close to the edge!  We fol-
lowed the descending track alongside the river eventually dropping into a sandy river 
flat before popping up over the bank and back into the trees, the silver swb safari 
behind us having a few goes at getting up the bank, hey our lwb is doing all right so 
far I thought!  The lwb safari in front of us had to stop and remove a large branch 
wedged up under the chassis, first efforts revealed it to be well stuck, it was no match 
for Ralph’s folding saw though, it came out in two pieces. 
 
Morning tea stop next to a stream was a chance for the kids to have a run around, 
breaking the sheets of ice in the puddles.  On our way again, we passed a ccvc 
members camp site on the side of the track. Following the gravel roads, we headed 
toward the mountain. Slowing at the base of a reasonable uphill, came the radio 
message to wait till the vehicle in front was up as it was a bit slippery, we all cruised 
up no problems to a magnificent view of the surrounding country side to the S.East.  
From that vantage point the group dropped back onto gravel roads and up into the 
rocky lower slopes resembling a Mars scape with red colored rocks and boulders 
where lunch was enjoyed.  A nose dive into the ground at the bottom of a 30ft deep 
trench  with the rear left wheel airborne by the Dobson clan was cause for the shovel 
to be used to allow the Marvie to be driven on.  
 
Contact was made with Phil’s group while we were stopped for lunch; the two groups 
were only 1 km apart with Phil’s group negotiating a tricky up hill at the time.  A very 
innocent looking 100 metre long flat with a very slight off camber was amusing to 
cross after lunch with most vehicles taking on a sideways attitude while driving 
across, real slippery this volcanic soil!  A short pause in the procession as we met the 
third group of drivers stopped, a sandwich and thermos was spotted so maybe lunch 
was in order there.  Phil’s group was just around a few corners and through a rocky 
river bed, still negotiating that slippery hill, a quick stop and greetings before taking 
the recommended right hand route down this hill with a ‘slight bend at the bottom’ (an 
understatement!).   After towing the front of each following vehicle around that sharp 
90 degree bend to avoid the 10 ft drop off into a wash out, we had to get through, 
down, up and out that wash out, Marcus was through, the lwb Safari needed to be 
towed, everyone else get through and my Surf let out a howl in protest and needed to 
be towed. The howl sounded like a broken hub or something in my wildly racing im-
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FOR  SALE  -  Suzuki LJ80 
Rebuilt 1988, Full roll cage, Ball bars, Side bars, Full & 

half soft top. Full harness seat belts, 1000cc Suzuki engine , SJ413 CV 
joints & Disc Brakes. Choice of mags & Tyres, Kumhos 833s Near new, 

Road Tyres, Road Reg.  Awesome Rally or Club Truck. 
Heaps of spare parts - Diffs, Transfer boxes, etc.  

 
$4000 ono (price dependant on set up) 

 

Phone Derek 06 3591996 evenings or 025 819158 

agination. Inspection by the group showed a broken alternator adjusting bolt, phew, 
not terminal! Out came ideas on how to fix it, and then a folding saw appeared, what 
are you going to do with that!! A fix consisting of a suitable cut branch wedged and 
cable tied behind the alternator to see tension on the fan belt again, handy for all 
sorts those cable ties! That fix lasted for 4 days! ‘till I got around to fixing it properly. 
 
Next challenge was a steep down hill with a deep water rut crossing the track caus-
ing the Marvie to be cross axled and buried in the loam, more digging and a winch 
from Marcus saw Ralph underway, my turn next, thought I’d be clever and try a differ-
ent route across, wrong! Even the LSD I had put in the week previous with both rear 
wheels spinning couldn’t push the front through that soft loam. Marcus’s winch was 
getting good use today! Carried on down the track to the next clearing with the wing 
mirror just barely clearing the side of the deep rut trying to pass for a track.  Once 
everyone had assembled at the clearing and had a cuppa, we carried on through the 
pine forest tracks.  
 
Next major obstacle was a big up hill. One had a choice of up the middle or around 
the right hand side. Marcus went up the middle, Ralph tried the middle a couple of 
times with our encouragement but with out success then wisely chose the right hand 
route. Me, well I just had to have a go at the middle. It was like throwing your self 
against a huge soft immovable object! After numerous attempts, lots of digging and 
none the wiser, i.e., should have taken the right hand route, Marcus was called into 
towing service. Even with both front and rear axle lockers engaged, the Vitara strug-
gled to move on the slope, as slippery as it was, but finally after a fair bit of effort and 
strop changes, the Surf was pulled up and around the corner. Next to try the middle 
route was the lwb Safari, same result, backed back down to the bottom this time (hey 
that was a good idea, didn’t think of that!) and a clean run through the right hand side 
with everyone else following suit, the V8 Rover sounded nice powering by saw us all 
at the top with not a lot of daylight left.   After that it was head down through some 
tight gnarly boulder strewn tracks and back onto gravel roads and out to the mill at 
the main road.  A hell of a day, interesting, challenging, a lot of fun, new scratches 
and looking forward to the next one!  
 
Thanks to all who organised it and led the teams. 
 
Jeff Cumings.  -  New Member. 
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Sunday 12
th

 August – Wainui Coast Trip 
 
Well it looks like a get to write the trip report for this one as well (Must be because of 
carrying the camera around!).  The day started off showery with the promise of the 
showers clearing up later on.  We all met at the start of the Rimutaka forest park, with 
around 10 vehicles showing up.  5 minutes before 10am it started hosing down, so all 
parties decided we should just go and all scattered to their vehicles.  No one seemed 
to make a move from there, and the rain stopped after a couple of minutes, so we 
had a quick briefing, and then we were on our way down the south coast. 
 
Once going down the trail down the beach, we made a quick detour to see if there 
were any seals around at the seal colony.  Unfortunately they were not around – Ei-
ther they had some forewarning 4WDs were going to be along or were just out for a 
swim!  On from there we made a stop at a hut which was made 1905 and owned by 
the farm station.  The resident of this hut allowed us to have a look around inside, it 
was really quite comfortable and well setup inside.  It had around 7 bunks, a car ste-
reo for music, gas cookers and a toilet with a shower over it!  It was rather dark inside 
due to a lack of lighting but very nice all the same.  The resident informed us that he 
is there most weekends, much to his wife’s dislike but he likes the quietness out 
there. 
 
On from there we went across the rocky shoreline – A few bits needed a few extra 
rocks in them to stop the vehicles bottoming out, but all make it through these without 
a problem.  We then had a discussion about where to have lunch and we decided we 
would have a look up a creek, which we drove up.  There were 5 vehicles parked up 
on the grass when I arrived, and the vehicle in front of me disappeared down the side 
of the bank.  Me being the adventurous sort, decided that I would follow down there, 
as it could be fun.  Well, it certainly was fun, a nice steep bank down the side of the 
hill, hmmm just as well I was in 1st gear!  Then there was a steeper slope going back 
up again on the other side of the hill which the other vehicle make it up without a 
problem.  Fine.  I will give this a go as well.  My first attempt failed, with my wheels 
spinning at the top of the slope, throwing stones in the air everywhere.  Not being the 
type to give up, I reversed down and tried again, faster this time.  Success!  Anyway 
by now a few others thought they would give it a go as well and were going down the 
other slope.  Most opted not to go up the steep slope which I did, but take the other, 
more gentle slope up.  I then tried to go back up the first slope that I went down.  

Hello Everyone,  
Just a quick note of thanks to the crew who came along and helped out at 
Foxton Beach on Saturday.  
It was a great turn-out and we all worked together to get the job done in a 
reasonable time. The Foxton Beach Coast Care organisers were just wrapt, 
as was the guy from Horowhenua District Council.  
So thanks again for your support - it makes a very real contribution to our 
credibility and helps our cause for ongoing 4WD access.  
Cheers - Grant.  



First Aid Kits

TO ALL TRIP LEADERS

The club now owns four (4) comprehensive first aid kits.  These kits are available to be carried 
by trip leaders as a back-ip emergency kit to supplement those carried by all individual 

vehicles.
Would all  please contact me to arrange for collection / issuing

of these kits prior to each trip.

WAYNE JANSEN  -  SAFETY OFFICER
Phone  025 467 935

TRIP LEADERS
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After a few trys, I found it was a bit too much for the Lada, as the wheels were also 
spinning at the top of the bank without me going anywhere so it was time to move on 
again. 
 
A little further down the bay we decided to stop for lunch at a grassy patch by the 
sea.  There was a smallish water patch just by where we were having lunch, and 
Brendan decided to go and poke it with a stick and see how deep it was.  After some 
encouragement from a few others there, he de-
cided to give it a go in the truck as it didn’t really 
seem all that deep.  Ooops.  Bad move.  The 
truck decides to stall in the middle of the water 
(His vehicle is petrol).  He is now stranded look-
ing rather hopeless in the middle of the pond 
with water up to the door.  Another truck comes 
over in preparation to pull him out, and he waves 
a strop out the window.  He then gets the bright 
idea that maybe he might be able to start the 
truck.  Fortunately he manages to get it started 
and reverses out on his own steam.  After this, he parked up and dried out the air 
filter!   Carrying on we go through some rather big cliffs on around a 10 degree angle, 
with not much room for error as there was a sheer drop just inches from the side of 
the truck.  We went past a bunch of batches and found a nice big sandy slope.  Play 
time again!!  A few of us fly up the slope and see how high up we can go with this. 
 
We then turned around after playing and went back again.  We did manage to see a 
couple of seals on the way back, scared off by the vehicles coming past. By the time 
we make it back to the gates it was around 3pm – The question was asked, “Do we 
carry on and go up cattle ridge road, or call it a day?”  The decision was made that 
we would carry on.  Pat pointed out where we were going over the club radio.  
Hmm…Looks rather steep to me!  Getting up there proved that it was indeed very 
steep, and required 1st gear most of the way.  At a quarter of the way up there was a 
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Round Host Club Date 

Ladies World 4x4 
Trial Champion-
ship 

South Waikato 25th November 2001 

1 Wanganui 9th December 2001 

2 South Waikato 27th January 2002 

3 Hawkes Bay 24th February 2002 

4 National Competitions Committee 
(To be held in Ohakune) Com-
bined Northern/Central Zone Trial 

16th March 2002 

5  (NZ Final) Taupo 31st March 2002 
(Easter) 

NATIONAL COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE 

 

2001 / 2002 CALENDAR 

rather sharp turn, which most people had 
to take 2 attempts to get around this but 
fortunately no one had to be stropped 
through there.  This was a bad time for 
most people to remember that their hand-
brakes were a little dodgy but there was 
no accidents!  Once up the top of the hill, 
we had a brilliant view all around the val-
ley and down below us was the Pencar-
row lighthouses.  It was worth the drive.  
We had afternoon tea and then went on 
to go home.  We came to yet another 
gate to go through into another paddock – Whoops the key didn’t fit.  So after getting 
a few people together we pulled the gate off the hinges and made it through, great 
security!!  We made it down the bottom of the hill and out to the paddock next to the 
road, and Pat was fiddling around with the gate there – Visions of having to go all the 
way back the way we came again was springing into my mind as this gate was weld-
ed properly and couldn’t be pulled off its hinges, but fortunately the key worked and 
we managed to get out of there after a great day! 
 
Photos from this trip are also available at:  http://www.nightowl.co.nz/4wd 
 
By Peter Jenkins, White Lada Cossack 



SOUTH COAST CLEAN-UP … 25 AUGUST 2001 
 
Approximately 35 vehicles met at the South Coast ex quarry site on what 
was forecast to be a shitty wet day. In fact the weather couldn't have been 
better. After a late briefing, and handing out of plastic rubbish bags, we 
headed west along the coast at 1030, but not before a diversion up the "tip 
track", a dis-
used vehicle 
track which 
runs parallel 
with the access 
road to the 
Happy Valley 
Tip. This track 
has not been 
used by the 
club before and 
is part of the old 
Happy Valley 
Farm, before 
WCC pur-
chased it. As it 
was a non scratchy trip, Barry, Arthur & I has cleared it of gorse and filled in 
one hole, earlier in the week. 
 
We had Good views of the City at the top before carrying along the ridge and 
back to the beach via Steve Watson's Long Gully Farm. We then separated 
into three groups and each vehicle / occupants ended up with a small area 
to intensively search for any un-natural objects, flotsam and jetsam etc. At 
first there did not seem to be much rubbish, but if you looked hard, there was 
plenty. Also you could scour an area, cleaning it up, and when the same ar-
ea repeated, find plenty more!! There was not much floatable stuff, as most 
of this ends up around the corner in "plastic bay". (Maybe we should clean 
up there one day!!) 
 
After a couple of hours, we all returned to the Quarry Site with bags of booty 
where John Vruink was kindly cooking up onions and sausages for us. We 
managed to provide over 10 cubic metres of rubbish for WCC to take away. 
Some items collected were: one Arc Welder, Gas Cylinder, Foam Mattress, 
Polystyrene, Part of a hull of  a wrecked steamer (Authorities tell me it was 
from the "Woolahra", 942 Tons, sunk 14/07/07), Beer bottles / cans, Carpet, 
Jeans, Fencing wire, Footwear, Divers gear, Rope, Plastic Bottles, Tyres, (a 
ute full), Broken glass, and one trawl net, as well as a WCC sign, "no vehi-
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cles beyond this point" 
 
Thanks to Barry Insull, John Vruink and Brian 
Bouzaid (WCC). The efforts were appreciated by 
some "pro road" WCC personnel, including Rob 
Goulden and Andy Foster who were in attend-
ance.  
 
Note: Trip Leader had had his "new" vehicle 
for 2 years and was finally forced to install a 
rear tow hook for this trip. Congratulations, 
Barry for setting  such a high standard…. 
Now no excuses for not attending future 
trips !! 
 
Tony B (Tailing Charlie)  
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Cross Country Vehicle Club 
30

th
 Anniversary 

1971 - 2001  
 
List of anniversary events planned for November. 
 
 Sat 3

rd
 Nov:  Rerun of the inaugural club trip around the 

Wainui Coast, followed by a BBQ, bonfire, fireworks and 
night drive, returning via Cattle Ridge. 

 Sun 11
th

 Nov: Unveiling of Bob Jeffery’s memorial 
(Rallywoods) 

 Fri 16
th

 Nov:  Movie evening including early 8mm movies 
of early club events. To be held at the Petone Working-
mans Club. 

 Sat 17
th

 Nov:  Deadwood Safari. Rerun of the first Dead-
wood Safari for Club 4x4, also a trip for family 4x4, both 
ending at Rallywoods for a BBQ. Camp over for those in-
terested. 

 Sun 18
th

 Nov:  Rallywoods Day.  Play around Rallywoods 
for those that stayed the night, and also anyone else who 
wants to join in on the day. 

 Fri 23
rd

 Nov:  30
th
 anniversary dinner. To be held at the 

Petone Workingmans Club. 
 Sun 25

th
 Nov:  Rerun of club’s second trip, Odlins 

Road. 
 

Photos 

 

Photos are required from trips held during the 70’s, 80’s 
and 90’s, to be displayed at the anniversary dinner. All 

photos treated with care and returned to owner.  Please 
contact: 

Bruce Mulhare 971 3634 or 021 717 002 
John Vruink 567 1142 or 025 439 981 

Glenda Young 526 9293 or 025 606 7800 
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Date: 

Limited numbers so book early 

John Vruink 

04 567 1142 

025 439 981 

Petone Workingmans Club 

Udy St, Petone 

 Pre-Dinner Drinks  6:30 pm 

 Dinner  7:30 pm 

 Club Presentations after dinner 

 Costs $25 per head 

 Drinks from the bar 

Time: 

CCVC  30TH 

ANNIVERSARY 

DINNER 
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Rallywoods Ramble, Rallywoods. 19
th

 August. 
 
An overcast day greeted Susan and me in our little red Suzuki as we joined 
about 20 other rigs for Pedro’s ramble outside Rallywoods gate. Unfortu-
nately the combination for the gate key had been changed requiring some 
last minute frantic inquires. It was quite a large turnout for a club 4x4 with 
vehicles ranging from what appeared to be an off the shelf pristine Toyota 
ute through to super modified veterans. 
 
The ‘Valley’ boys were all there in their cruuuuzers  looking very serious, 
obviously not intending taking any prisoners.  Pedro decided to split us into 2 
groups, those wanting to deal heavily to their steeds and those looking for a 
good fun day, not too heavy on the wallet. Having just had my transfer case 
brackets repaired from the week before, we decided to go for the softer op-
tion.  The ‘Valley” cruiser boys formed most of the demolition group with 
Marcus , Roger /Lynley in their Suzuki’s breaking the ranks. Roger felt that 
he is now an honorary cruiser boy due to his outstanding performance in the 
recent manufacturers challenge and so puffed out his chest and crossed the 
line drawn in the mud. 
 
We didn’t see them again that morning until we all met up again at lunchtime 
for a great barbeque prepared by Pedro, Dave and Andy. It was also report-
ed that Dave had broken a front axle and dealt to a tyre. All in a good morn-
ings 4x4 wheeling.  Our group comprised of Pedro and Melissa in the Jeep, 
Peter Geering and son in his fine blue Suzuki 410, likewise Andrew Rowden, 
with Andrew Gee in his pseudos Lemans Vitara. Andrew had been kicked 
out of home by his partner Pat for constantly talking while she was studying. 
Alan Donaldson and daughter drove his Nissan Patrol and along with Pedro 
were the only ones in our group to make it up ‘Dreamer’ unassisted. 
 
There were also (sorry I do not know your names,) a blue 40 series cruiser 
with an automatic opening spare wheel restraint, a red 40 series cruiser with 
a non-functioning starter motor, a white Toyota ute and a Grey Surf.  Steve 
O’Callaghan was in his Hilux beast looking very young with his new haircut 
and Neil and Barbara Blackie driving the versatile becoming legendary Pa-
jero bus.   While the stropping took place at the top of ‘Dreamers’, Susan 
and Melissa compared notes on Uncle Toby and Mother earth muesli bars. I 
guess we’ll have to try some Uncle Toby’s next time.  Next to the top of 
‘Dreamer’ was a very steep winding climb which Pedro did not want to sub-
mit to. It was all to no avail with the end result being reduced ground clear-
ance due to tyre wear.  Then came the ‘Triple Bog’. This didn’t prove too 
bad. Perhaps it was because we all chose the medium route. We all felt very 
chuffed about not getting stuck. 



Welfare 
 
Our thoughts this month are with: 

  
Brian, Keum Soon and Daniel Howat as Brian's mother passed away.  
Antony, Sandra and family as Antony Royal's aunt passed away.  
Jill, Roger and family as Jill Seymour's father passed away.  
Gary, Glenda and family as Gary Young's mother passed away.  
Margaret Lewton has a badly broken ankle, so get some rest and let Phil do 
the cooking, look after the children and don't forget that house work, Phil!  A 
special thank you to the "Hearts and Flowers Officer" Mrs E O'Callaghan 
from the "Wellington Paraplegic and Physically Disabled Ass." for lending 
Margaret a wheelchair enabling her to get around.  

 
Remember you don't need to wait for a parents day to let your parent know 
that you care.  Hope that ALL fathers had a great day. 
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Biggest challenge of the day for me was “Diff Dinger’, very well named which 
was only tackled by Pedro, Steve and me. Absolutely awesome bit of creek 
rock boulder drop offs, and then to turn around go back up it. Pedro offered 
some good advice with a line and when to nail it up a serious steep rock. My 
sill protector bar took a hit and now has a slight bend in it which very nicely 
matches all my other dented panels. Pedro leapt up it in wild man style, 
while Steve seemed to lumber up it quite effortlessly.  After all the trips I’ve 
been on, I still find it amazing  (and I’m sure it is for most of you) just how 
obliging my little machine is. It’s like a good dog, treat it with respect and 
praise and it will do its darndest for you.  Finally before the Suzuki left to go 
home we all had a crack at a steep break just down the road from the green 
hut. Pedro gave it heaps on many tries in the v6 auto but still couldn’t get up. 
Modesty doesn’t stop me from saying that my awwwesome little Suzuki 
climbed up just as far which was pretty bloody good. 
 
Finished off the day driving back and forth across the stream to wash off 
some of the dirt before heading to the service station to pump up the tyres. I 
must get one of those neat air conditioner air pumps.  Another good day with 
good company. Thanks Pedro and fellow sausage sizzlers. 
 
Gerald Bull K153. 



Disaster..! It seems that the full Wellington City Council last night voted not 
to keep the South Coast road open, despite the recommendations of the 
Council Committee that we had made representations to.  There is to be a 
12 month monitoring period, to determine the effects of poor driver behav-
iour and damage to the environment.  
 

Please URGENTLY pay attention to this issue.  
 
If going around the coast:  

 PLEASE respect other users; slow right down and give way politely.  

 PLEASE don't go up the hillside, even though other vehicles have left 
clear tracks there.  

 PLEASE don't drive over vegetation.  

 PLEASE politely explain these things to other users you see there 
 

The club will work out our approach for the coming year after we have a dis-
cussion with the WCC planner, who is a person we respect. If you'd like a 
copy of our submission to WCC, please contact me.  
 

Regards...  
Grant Purdie  -Land Access Officer 
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Hutt Valley Special Olym-
pics Fundraiser 
 
Fancy either participating in or 
assisting in marshalling a trip 
from Eastbourne to the 
Wairarapa via the coastal route, 
returning to the Hutt Valley via 
Featherston?  Then come along 
on the Hutt Valley Special Olym-
pics fundraiser on the 7th of Oc-
tober 2001.  Starting point is Bur-
dans Gate, Eastbourne at 08:30 am and the cost is $45 per vehicle. 
 
Bookings for participants are required—contact Brian Telfer on 528 
9362. 
 
The trip has the support of the CCVC - further details can be obtained 
from John Walls on 565 0166. 
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Perham's Road Hand Job 
 
Grant's Shiny challenge, Puketiro Surprise, 12 August 
 
Imagine my relief as eight or ten people pulled me off first thing in the 
morning. One minute I was looking up at the sky and one yank and we were 
away, glanced off a tree and up the bank. This was the exit of "Winch every 
inch", the first sidetrack of the day and I was stuck, the front of my wagon 
up the bank and the rear wheels dropped into the rather deep water table. 
While we were waiting for Steve O'Callaghan to back through the track to 
snatch me forward, Jim Johnson picked up the strop and got a few more 
people together and decided that they could move the Suzuki by brute force, 
they did too. That's the third time I've been recovered by the Armstrong 
method and there is a lot to be said for having a light truck. A few other peo-
ple had a  go at the sidetrack, a couple of FJ 40s, a Surf, a Rangie and a 
couple of Suzukis. Jim was the only one to get up and MYR0VA was doing 
well but lunched his muffler when he backed back onto the road. 
 
There was an huge turn out of over 30 trucks for this supposedly Shiny 4x4 
trip but after seeing a selection of club hard men, Jim Johnson, Pat Harris, 
Steve Estler, Steve O'Callaghan, Steve McAuley, John Walls, Alan Don-
aldson and Arthur Gorton you might of thought it was going to be something 
tougher.  A lot of other people on the trip thought it was something of a spec-
tator event and parked up their wagons to watch the action on the side-
tracks.  Maybe it's time there was a Deadwood or Fun trial somewhere. Pat, 
Gerald Bull and Jim in their amazing Suzukis provided the spectacle at the 
sidetrack at the other end of "Winch every inch" with only the barest help 
from Jeff Turnbull's strop. A little further on, at the start of the 24 
hour track Ross van Waas had the fridge stuck in a bog hole. 
 
We continued on through the Twin gates and into the forest to slide down a 
hill and thread around some trees. A bog defeated Wayne's Pathfinder and 
he needed a tow. He was so confident he was going to get through a shiny 
4x4 without any trouble that his strop was underneath his luggage in a locker 
under the boot floor. After Steve unpacked the wagon Wayne was on his 
way again. Directly after the mud hole we stopped for lunch. 
 
In the afternoon we tackled the Ruts, which in hindsight may have been a bit 
optimistic for a shiney trip and a few people took the option of looping 
down the road to meet the convoy at the Orange hut. There was a bad start 
as Matt's Hilux double cab needed to be winched off tree via snatch block 
back to Kerry Duncan's Cruiser just at the start of the track. Paul Adams 
gamely took the big gold 4 door Pajero into the track and then tagged Matt's 



NEW MEMBERS 

 

The following people, subject to trip sheet and safety 

checks will be welcomed to the Cross Country Vehicle 
Club (Wellington) Inc this month as new members: 

 

Ken Alexander  -  Toyota Surf 

Phillip Bridgen  -  Suzuki Escudo 

Peter Jenkins   -  Lada Niva 

Keith Mason   -  Land & Range Rover 

Oleg Mikhalyak  -  Mitsubishi Pajero 

Les Newman   -  Nissan Terrano 

Mike Wakzak  -  Mitsubishi Pajero 
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tree but the morning's pullers were out again to manhandle the Spanish 
puller off the stump and back onto the track. The creek crossing was the 
next spectator point (they should be selling tickets) and Alan Geeves 
needed a quick tug to move the Bighorn because he had stones stuck in his 
exhaust?? Paul took the Pajero off the track again mumbling something 
about ABS, but Vince came to his rescue. 
 
Finally leaving the Ruts there was no stop at the Orange hut; we headed 
down to Norm's crossing and up to Hydro saddle. The customary stop under 
the pylon and the little climb opposite before we descended the Zigzag. At 
sometime Gerald had a problem with his transfer case but finished the day in 
2wd. We finally got to the "Puketiro surprise", a slippery grass track that 
ducked around some plastic tapes. Grant wanted us to do some work on this 
track but we had a surprise for him.  
 
Thanks to Grant and sorry Sam we didn't get to see you play at the stadium. 
 
Andrew G, K-16 
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Perhams Rd Side Tracks 12/8/01 



Perhams Rd Side Tracks 12/8/01 
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Committee Meeting Highlights. 
 

 Treasury. All going according to plan, and the majority of  
subscriptions now in.  

 Land Access. Very successful clean-up of Wellington South 
Coast last weekend with between 30 and 40 vehicles - the 
council extended warmest congratulations. Lots of effort at Fox-
ton, and progress being made. Things in the Puketiro Forest 
looking good after the work put in over the last few months. 
Work is about to commence on the Aorangi 
Crossing (Sutherlands Track), starting with a working bee over 
the weekend of 7-9 Sept. Odlins Rd has had a setback in that 
the holes dug to prevent 2WD access have been filled in. Ac-
cess to Johnsons Rd (Whitemans Valley is also being investi-
gated. 

 Motorsport Sub-Committee. The motorsport committee is 
on the final straight and is on schedule to have a recommenda-
tion to the club by November as to whether belonging to Motor-
sport NZ is of value to the club. 

 Safety Sub-Committee. Work progressing on a simpler ver-
sion of the draft safety plan. 

 Safety Officer. First aid training has commenced for 14 
members. Womald's are planning to do a presentation at next 
club night. There are still a lot of club vehicles that don't have 
safety stickers that are required for all trips from 1st Sept. 

 Asset Officer. Work about to start on the new club trailer. 
Superwinch inspected, and requires some tlc, rego and wof. 

 Ramp. Antony Royal to investigate construction of a porta-
ble ramp for members to test suspension systems. 

 Local Body Elections. Club to try to contact candidates to 
canvas where they stand on issues affecting 4WDers. 

 Membership Cards.  Cards for the 2001-2002 club year 
should be mailed out in September, along with a Cookes dis-
count card for each member. 

 CCVC Trip Leaders Forum.  This was postponed as the ma-
terials were not sufficiently ready. To be rescheduled for later in 
the year. 

 






























